Terms and conditions for Parkimeter services
Intermediary services
Parkimeter offers parking location and payment (with or without reservation) through its websites and mobile
applications.
Parkimeter will deliver to the client detailed information on each of the transactions made and will issue a
detailed monthly invoice covering all the car parks made through Parkimeter during the period.

Price
Parkimeter will charge the full amount for the car park made or reserved by the client, applying the rates in force
at the car park.
In case of special offers, the most advantageous rates for Parkimeter customers will be applied, as long as they
satisfy the parking requirements.

Payment method
The client agrees to pay the entire amount of all fees arising from parking through Parkimeter by himself or by
USERS that the client has authorized during the registration process or later.
In case of reservations, payment must be made in advance at the time of booking. Otherwise, it will be made via
the App at the central cash desk of the car park once the parking period has ended, as long as the car park
accepts payment without reservation (as indicated in the App).
This operation will be automatically linked to the method of payment that the client provides during the service
activation procedure.
Any commission, interest or penalty charged by the client's payment method issuer will be paid by the client and
not by Parkimeter.
If payment cannot be made via the App, the client will have to pay the amount due directly to the parking lot and
this cost will not be included in Parkimeter's invoice.

Responsabilities
Any discrepancies in the amounts to be settled must be verified against such balances and related records and,
if so, Parkimeter or the client must correct the discrepancy by bank transfer or credit offset.
The client shall hold Parkimeter undamaged in any case of claim and/or possible compensation for direct or
indirect damage to the vehicle, including by third parties.
The client should act with due diligence in the car parks, respecting in all circumstances the rules and the
conditions of use of the space in each one of them.

Notifications
Communications between Parkimeter and the client will be made by e-mail to the address communicated by the
client during the service activation procedure and to Parkimeter address: admin@parkimeter.com.

The client should inform as soon as possible Parkimeter of any change of the data previously provided.

Confidentiality
The client and Parkimeter undertake to respect the confidentiality of the commercial and economic information
of the other party, of the commercial secrets on its products and their operation, to which it had access by virtue
of these conditions of use

Privacy
Parkimeter and the client undertake to comply with their obligations under current data protection legislation. In
case of non-performance of these obligations, the defaulting party undertakes to release the other party from
any liability or, if necessary, to reimburse the penalty imposed on the other party as a result of the violation.
The personal data provided by the client, will be integrated into a computerized data file and will be used by
Parkimeter only for the provision of services requested, for management of payments and collections of them,
and for the resolution of issues and similar matters related to the object of the contract.
The acceptance of these conditions of use implies the consent for such treatment, as well as for Parkimeter to
send you electronic communications in accordance with current legislation.

